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The MS x is a new take on a master’s 
degree in management that gives you 
flexibility and choice to explore your 
specific interests in the context of 
foundational business skills and targeted 
areas of expertise. You’ll become 
empowered to pursue your personal 
goals and equipped with the management 
skills today’s employers want.”

THE KNOWLEDGE YOU NEED, 
THE SKILLS EMPLOYERS WANT
It’s time to build the business knowledge 
you need and the skills employers 
demand. That’s why the D’Amore-McKim 
School of Business reimagined an MS in 
Management degree that will prepare you 
for the changing world of work on your 
terms—the MS x program. 

Our new MS x program offers a truly 
personalized learning experience. You can 
customize your degree and acquire the 
specific skills necessary to achieve your 
professional goals. You’ll choose four core 
courses, each representing a foundational 
business area: managing organizations, 
data-driven management, strategy and 
growth, and finance and operations. This 
prepares you with foundational skills and 
amplifies your existing knowledge and 
experience through higher-level courses.

All of your coursework will align with your 
skills and experience, as well as your 
interests and goals, allowing you to chart 
your path to success.

LEARN BY DOING
A hallmark of learning at Northeastern is 
applying what you learn in the classroom 
to real business challenges. Project-
based coursework will empower you to 
use your knowledge and become a more 
creative, resilient, and global thinker.

YOUR PATH TO AN MBA
After completing your MS x, you will have 
earned 30 credits that you may be able 
to apply to an eligible MBA program at 
Northeastern. As a Northeastern alum 
you’ll be eligible for a Double Husky 
Scholarship, which will reduce your 
remaining MBA tuition by 25 percent.

CHOOSE YOUR  
CONCENTRATION
• Analytics
• Brand Management
• Business Management for Healthcare
• Corporate Finance
• Corporate Innovation
• Entrepreneurship
• International Business
• Investments
• Leading People and Organizations
• Marketing
• Marketing Analytics
• Operations and Supply 

Chain Management
• Sustainability and Business

A WORLD OF BENEFITS
Top-Ranked. Earn your MS x degree at a 
highly ranked, top 50 U.S. university.

World-class faculty: Many of our faculty 
are start-up founders or executives and 
consultants at leading firms, from the 
Fortune 500 to up-and-coming start-ups.

Corporate partnerships. Business 
leaders shape our curricula, lecture, lead 
workshops, and recruit our outstanding 
graduates.

Global alumni network. Our 50,000+ 
alumni—founders, partners, directors, 
managers, and entrepreneurs genuinely 
enjoy giving back to our community.

Personalized career management. 
Whether your goal is to lead at the highest 
levels in your current industry or thrive in a 
new field, your dedicated career advisor 
will be your partner indefinitely.

Whether you want to build on 
expertise from past coursework or 
acquire entirely new skills, the MS x 
program offers options at every step. 

Study full-time or part-time on our 
Boston campus. No work experience 
required for admission.

Full-Time Study
 y Earn your degree in as few as  

12 months, or 16 months with 
summer vacation

 y F-1 visa compliant
 y You may apply for Optional Practical 

Training (OPT) to work for up to 12 
months in the U.S.

 y Enrolls in September

Part-Time Study
 y Designed for working professionals 
 y Complete your degree at your pace
 y Evening courses Monday–Thursday  

at 5:20 or 7:30 pm
 y Enrolls in September



Northeastern’s D’Amore-McKim School of Business prepares 
people and organizations to thrive in a global business 
environment of rapid-fire change driven by converging digital 
technologies. The school develops leaders and innovators 
who are proficient in human, data, and technological literacies; 
global in outlook and entrepreneurial in mindset; and invested 
in lifelong learning for themselves and their teams.

Founded in 1898, Northeastern is a global research university 
and the recognized leader in experience-driven lifelong learning. 
Our world-renowned experiential approach empowers our 
students, faculty, alumni, and partners to create impact far 
beyond the confines of discipline, degree, and campus. 

Our locations—in Boston; Charlotte, North Carolina; London; 
Portland, Maine; San Francisco; Seattle; Silicon Valley; Toronto; 
Vancouver; and the Massachusetts communities of Burlington and 
Nahant—are nodes in our growing global university system. Through 
this network, we expand opportunities for flexible, student-
centered learning and collaborative, solutions-focused research. 

Northeastern’s comprehensive array of undergraduate 
and graduate programs—in a variety of on-campus and 
online formats—lead to degrees through the doctorate in 
nine colleges and schools. Among these, we offer more 
than 195 multi-discipline majors and degrees designed 
to prepare students for purposeful lives and careers.


